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Abstract 
  

Motivated by the lack of models that can bring a general preparation formula for              

developing competitive intelligence in Trade Show, the authors researched in a theoretical            

database to develop a model that can bring a general vision for a company that wants to                 

start to organize the personnel to gather competitive intelligence in trade show events. 

Furthermore, was discovered that not many firms do actually realize the opportunities            

they have to acquire competitive intelligence in trade shows, that way the model was              

developed to facilitate the process. 

 The discovering of the research pointed Socialization as well as relationship           

building and strengthening were the main channels to acquire information. In addition, Trade             

Shows create a rich environment where most of the stakeholders are present and also              

willing to share knowledge and information, creating an even more favorable place to             

develop this kind of intelligence. 

The model presented takes in consideration the company’s stakeholder, and how to            

allocate personnel in booths and in extensive research around the area, it also classifies the               

visitors and attendees in different groups, facilitating the organizing process to understand            

and explore more easily and efficiently the Trade Show. The models also suggest             

approaches to each group in order to don’t invest resources in an ineffective way. 
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1. Introduction 
  

Trade shows grow more and more on the eyes of companies looking to show their               

product to a large portion of the target audience, and amongst printing advertising, “trade              

shows represent the largest component of the advertising and promotion budget [...].            

Furthermore, in the last years it was showed its huge potential: ‘...the indications that trade               

shows provide marketing value are the projections that in the next five years, the number of                

net square feet of exhibit space, the number of exhibiting firms and the total attendance are                

expected to increase by nearly 30%’[...]” (Trade Show Bureau 1991). 

Thus, when participating in a trade show, one of the aim of the company, along with                

many others, can be the better allocation of their resources while maintaining a good amount               

of potential buyers, seeing the increasing cost of the trade shows and the competitiveness              

nature of this event. 

As the research suggests, only a few companies do know the reasons to attend to a                

trade show, and even fewer understand the opportunity to apply Intelligence in trade shows.              

To develop Competitive Intelligence is prepare the company for the opportunities and            

challenges the environment can present. 

 Trade Shows are excellent opportunities, with all the macro environment in a            

small space, the competitors, consumers, distributors and resources will be available to be             

studied. Not only can be conducted an interview, but the competitors will be fairly open to                

give information while trying to take sell their products, and the customers will be open to                

see new products and give insights of opportunities. 

 Then, when observing the competitor’s booth, it is possible to understand           

better the consumer that approaches to a particular company, and what are the new              

products the competitors are debuting or measuring performance during the trade show. 

This article aims to understand the potential unique environment Trade shows can create,             

with many of the stakeholders, around, also helps to start the selection and classification of               

the attendees and visitors to facilitate the decision-making process of approaching each of             

this separated groups. 

  

 

 

 



2. Theory 
 
 The current literature explores widely the reason for success in trade shows and try              

to develop assumptions on why this success is achievable. However, the literature is not so               

wide when developing a model in an attempt to facilitate the visualization for those              

assumptions and correct hypothesis. 

 A trade show can be a crucial tool for understanding the customer and receiving              

feedback on a product, gathering this information and gaining a competitive advantage.            

Although this implication can be common sense, some companies still fail on developing a              

further strategy or objective, usually the aim is to attract the maximum amount of customers               

possible with their budget. If not that, these companies simply attend the fairs because their               

main competitors are there and do not set a clear aim for the attending fair. 

 
“Company representatives use phrases like ‘we go to trade shows because our            

competitors are there’ and ‘it is mostly a matter of image’ (Bonoma, 1983). The lack of clear                 

objectives, combined with the lack of a unified framework for evaluating performance, have forced              

managers to rely primarily on judgement when deciding on show selection, product(s) to be              

exhibited, booth size, amount of pre-show advertising, etc.” (Gopalakrishna and Lilien, 1995,            

p.23). 

 

This companies leave behind a lot of variables that would be important for their success in                

this trade shows and miss out on having an opportunity to gather more information based on                

the customer interaction with the product. Understanding the reasons, why they are left             

behind and, furthermore, why managers and companies don’t have a set objective or             

strategy for trade shows could help more firms in future trade shows in a way that the                 

allocation of resources is correct for their set objective. This will make the competitiveness of               

said firm higher in a trade show, being able to gather as much information as possible with                 

the correct amount of resources. With this information gathered inside the trade show,             

companies can use it for various reasons: improve product, improve their service or even              

their customer relationship. 

As for the aim of this article, the authors look to set a clear view of where company                  

can focus their attention in a trade show. That being helping the company to understand               

better how to allocate their resources to focus in specific information gathering, socialization,             

and presentation, for example. These details if closely analyzed could provide a better             

overview of the trade show, so the company can prepare and set up their strategy alongside                



with their investments in what area is more important for the development of the competitive               

intelligence. 

Besides the lack of reasons some companies face in going to Trade Shows, most of               

them do consider them important and tend to be present every now or then, if not always.                 

Authors defend many reasons why companies do attend to this Trade Shows. “[Trade]             

shows enable exhibitors to carry out a number of important activities such as image building               

and customer relationship building for an extended period.” (Hultsman, 2001, p. 27-44).            

Furthermore, Trade Shows represent an unique opportunity to many sectors of the industry,             

creating opportunities for both B2B and B2C activities. 

Trade shows and Business fairs are one of the most important places for companies              

to be developing intelligence. Among many stakeholders, the environment is rich in            

information to be collected. Such “Borghini, Golfetto, and Rinallo (2006) investigated the            

nature of information search activities at trade fairs and found that trade fairs are amongst               

the most influential sources of information for industrial buyers.” (Sarmento, Simões, and            

Farhangmehr, 2014, p.131). As stated, the context of a trade show can influence deeply in               

the behavior of the attendees, creating unique opportunities to be explored in such place. In               

fact, one of the most important aspects of trade shows, are the opportunities to exchange               

valuable information with stakeholders. “Information and social exchange are particularly          

important in such context (Hansen, 1999; Rice, 1992), as trade fairs facilitate strategic             

networking and increase sales opportunities” (Tanner, Chonko, & Ponzurick, 2001, p.3-26).           

With this in mind, it is possible to understand better the opportunities that are implicit in the                 

trade show. Outside the common sense, trade shows can bring many other opportunities             

hidden in the mindset of the participants, such their openness to develop relationships and              

deliver information. In fact, Rosson and Seringhaus developed deeper in this subject: 

 
“Participation at trade fairs can generate macro-level effects such as collective           

sense-making and the fostering of a sense of communitas (Borghini et al., 2006). Consequently,              

trade fairs may be approached as networks since they are ‘microcosms of the industries they               

represent, with a multitude of buyers and sellers, service providers, partners, industry and             

regulatory bodies, all gathered in one place to do business’ (Rosson & Seringhaus, 1995, p.87).               

In such specific context, there is a natural predisposition for interaction and dialogue” (Hansen,              

1999, p.37-53). 

 

This mindset gives the opportunity to the intelligence development team to extract much             

more information from all the stakeholders that are included in this environment, not only by               

observing, but also interacting with them. 



  
3. Method 
  
 Implicant to this research, the methodology used explores the possibilities of           

application of resources to maximize the effect of the trade show in the Competitive              

Intelligence building process. Theoretical research was used to develop a model that can             

illustrate not only the business objective, but also the variables that can be used to facilitate                

the company’s intelligence to acquire competitive advantages in trade shows. 

Comparing different authors and articles, it is possible to come up with most important              

approach to the subject and, furthermore, identify underestimated variables that can be            

included in the model. 

Many articles that explored Trade Shows around the world were used to compare             

information between the events in different markets. 

  

3.1 Model Criteria 

  

For better understanding the approach to the solution, the model developed must            

follow a few criterions to accomplish its desired task. 

 The first criterion is: The model must be Logical. 

This criterion can be translated to an easy understanding, but not common sense. By              

this saying, the model must compare relevant, easily relatable and easy to understand             

information and dimensions, so the further use of this information could be easily extracted              

from the model. 

 The second criterion is: The model must only include the most relevant            

aspects for developing Trade Show Intelligence. 

The second criterion stands for eliminating irrelevant information from the Trade           

Show Intelligence development. This criterion must be followed to deliver a more precise             

and straight to the point idea, making a clear message to the user. 

 The third, and last, criterion is: The model must include Competitive           

Intelligence as the objective. 

The last criterion represents the final objective of the model, that is to deliver a clear                

message of how allocate the services in Trade Shows in order to develop a more efficient                

Competitive Intelligence. 

  

  



4. Data/Empirical 
  
 The theoretical data collection for this study has been done by extensive research in              

the existing literature about the subject, and it is the main reference for the development of                

the following model. Various articles were reviewed and their hypothesis taken in count             

when trying to develop the new model, together with all the criterion set and explained               

previously. 

 To understand better which information must be selected to reach the desirable            

format, it is possible to follow a few guidelines that explain which activity the companies will                

exercise in the Trade Show, also considerate suggestions of interaction formats and            

objectives to achieve during the event. These guidelines will be compared throughout the             

articles in order to funnel down to the desirable core information, and then, comparing to               

other studies in the same field. By doing this, it will be possible to achieve a more clear and                   

filtered outcome, with the best possible data from all articles. 

Moreover, through the articles, it was possible to found a constant subject, which was              

our first study in the allocation of the resources in trade shows. This subject was the ability of                  

pursuing your stakeholders and fortifying networks, and creating new relationships for the            

company, as explained: 

  
“Rosson and Seringhaus tie together the buyer and seller in a model of interactions              

before, during, and after the trade show. They then return to a focus on the seller/exhibitor and                 

expand the conceptualization of trade shows. They postulate that an industrial exhibition is not              

just a selling or promotion tool, but also a network. In their view, an exhibitor will not only sell to                    

customers and promote to industry analysts, influencers, and suppliers, but also network with             

competitors, regulators, partners, the show organizers, and the industry association.” (Godar and            

O’Connor, 2001, p.78). 

  

Godar et. al stress in the subject by presenting some opportunities, but also state the               

most important reason to attend to a Trade Show, the Stakeholders. 

The authors explain that important Stakeholders of the company will be in the Trade              

Show for a reason, furthermore we can understand that Trade Shows attendees are usually              

open to trade a lot important and prime information. 

  
“Exhibitors and visitors favorably rate TSs offering greater customer services as           

discovered by: (Berne and Garcia-Uceda, 2008; Gottlieb et al., 2011). Furthermore, quality            



interaction opportunities are also seen as great in TSs, as (Hultsman, 2001; Smith et al., 2003)                

found.”  (Tafesse, 2014, p.1010) 

  

As customers and companies are expecting for greater interactions, the information           

gathering can be much richer for those who research inside the Trade Show, the difference               

in build intelligence is to know exactly which kind of intelligence must be filtered off the flood                 

of information provided in the field. 

This interaction can help to find more useful information among all the data that can be                

collected, the deeper the relationship developed, the possibility to extract more important            

and useful information increases proportionally. The importance level of information          

gathering must be defined before the event, so the resources must be applied proportionally              

to the importance level. To find the target, Sarmento, Simões and Farhangmehr explain: 

  
“Additionally, it is important to define relationship based goals for trade fair participation             

regarding current, alternative and new relationships. When the product is very important both             

exhibitors and visitors should invest in sharing and gathering proprietary information. Such            

approach would help gaining a better control and understanding over the relationship.” (2014,             

p.139) 

  

The role of the relationship in the information acquiring process is stressed by this              

authors, that also illustrates the control that must be taken in consideration when developing              

and investing the resources through these relationships. It can be considered that a good              

training for the employees that develop the relationships must be done with this in mind, no                

time is spent without a good return over the investment done. 

“[...]exhibitors should plan the mix of personnel, the display configuration, and the            

promotional items available to meet the needs of these buyers while utilizing their own              

resources effectively.” (Godar and O’Connor, 2001, p.83). Seeing the constant subject of            

relationship and customer interaction, it is noticeable that the resources needed to be             

allocated would float more towards the training and the process of selecting the ideal team of                

employees understanding the target audience in order to reach the customers desired to be              

engaged. Thus, it led us to develop our new model based on allocation of personnel and its                 

training, to make sure the prospect clients would be engaged the best and most effective               

way possible. 

 The relationship subject was further studied and put on a perspective in terms of how               

could a good relationship and interaction, alongside with targeting of stakeholders inside of a              

trade show could impact on the performance of set company. 



  

  

5. Analysis 
  

As the main studied literature shows, Trade Shows exhibitors miss some           

opportunities when they don’t focus on the opportunities that may appear in the event,              

spending resources just to keep up with competitors when it is possible to be gathering               

information to develop competitive intelligence. 

Hence why the objective of the model is to help companies to organize themselves              

before trade shows, to effectively allocate their resources to make the trade fair environment              

work to their own interests, that being, acquiring competitive intelligence. 

 To achieve such competence, it is possible to suggest steps that guide in             

generic formula to organize the resource investments on the trade show. This being             

understand the relationship with their customers and no-customers, learning how to deal            

with each group in their own specific way. Moreover, understanding the environment outside             

the company by allocating employees to develop deeper relationships with key attendees,            

and observing the general environment rich in information that surround the less interesting             

competitors. After understanding and classifying the Stakeholders, organizing the team to           

relate to them in order to gather the desirable information. 

 After defining the objectives, the company must classify the visitors that can            

be around the booth established by the company in the show. The studies suggest to use                

classify by separating Customers and Non-customers as soon as possible when they arrive,             

so the next step can take place to efficiently extract the desired information. 

The customers group should be used to extract detailed information that should be             

aligned with the objectives pre-defined by the company. The customers group can deliver a              

rich feedback about the company’s activities, it can be used to understand perceived value              

and equity. 

 Non-customers group should be understood as a potential customers, the key           

is to understand what are the values that are not clear in the company’s activities that could                 

induce to trigger the purchase from this group. 

This two objectives demand specific training of the team that is responsible for the              

task, each with their own particularities can deliver useful information for further studies and              

adaptations. 

The attendees group can be seen both as competitors and other participants.            

Classifying them as direct competitors and other participants will enable the company to             



focus more on the more important attendees, in order to create a better relationship with               

their competitors and strengthen the bonds made with these participants in specific. 

The general observation and shorter interactions with less important attendees will           

give a general overview of the industry to the company, possibly making the company              

rearrange the strategy to understand better and reclassify the attendees for further            

interactions. This initial contact is essential to define the further connections with the other              

attendees. 

Deeper interactions will lead to a higher quality and more specific information, for             

this, the interactions must be longer and more consistent, allocating more resources. To             

develop such relationship and effectively allocating the resources for this objective, the            

company must be prepared to promote a constant exchange of information with the target. 

 Such processes are illustrated in the Figure 1 for better understanding. 
Image 1: Trade Show Resource Allocation 

  

With this model, we believe companies who attend trade show can have a better understanding               

and, with the information they need from the model, allocate their resources in a more effective way.                 

Moreover, allocating the resources right will generate a better relationship with stakeholders, prospecting             

more clients and performing better overall in the trade show. 

  

  

6. Conclusion 
  

The developed model explores a range of opportunities in the environment, with a             

specific focus on the Intelligence building in the Trade Show scope. 

The objectives and gates aim to help the company that will attend the Trade Show to                

create a strategy and organize itself to acquire competitive intelligence through the            

interactions that will happen there. Furthermore, with this model it is possible to understand              

and visualize the Trade Show environment in order to identify the opportunities and to              

measure the ratio between investment and potential return, only considering the Intelligence            

Gathering process. 

 The hypothesis development took place only using theoretical literature, it          

implicates to an open window to be studied deeper and applied in an extensive research,               

confirming or not the hypothesis. Furthermore, it was looked at the process in relationship              

creation and maintenance in order to acquire competitive intelligence on the trade shows. 



After the hypothesis confirmation, posterior studies can look at physical investments           

such as size and advertisement in an attempt to correlate with the relationship role theory               

created. 

The model can also implicate in the development of a deeper and more specific              

model that helps to scope a narrower objective inside the competitive intelligence subject,             

furthermore creating a more filtered model for a narrower use. 
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